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ROTARY BROACHING ORIENTATION LEVER 
 

The Rotary Broaching orientation lever is used to orientate or align the broach to the 
workpiece in milling application. This equipment holds the spindle of the rotary broach tool 
holder stationary against the stop rod as the tool holder body rotates. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPEEDS & FEEDS 
 

Many factors affect speeds and feeds, including material, pre-broach drill diameter and form 
being broached. 
It is a good practice to slow the RPM to 50 -100 when first engaging the part until you reach 
a depth of about 1 mm. After that, you can speed up to your recommended RPM and feed 
accordingly. This will prevent skipping around on the face of the workpiece and reduce the 
risk of chipping or breaking the broach tool also it can reduce tool life. 
Contact Poliangolar for the best solution on your specific application. 
In all materials, the smaller the broach diameter, the lighter the feed should be. 
Lower feed rates give better workpiece finish. However, feed rates under 0,1 mm per 
revolution can cause swarf to loose the flowing motion, causing excessive end loading 
pressure. 
Use rapid movement when retracting off or out of a part, keeping the same RPM. 
 
 

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLUTIONS 
 

ISSUE POSSIBLE CAUSES RECOMMENDATIONS 

   

Machine is alarming 1. Broach Holder is off-center 1. Make sure the Tool Holder 
or stalling   is centered correctly. 

  2. Excessive chip accumulation 2. Solutions to reduce chip 
    accumulation: 
    •  For Internal Broaches, 
    increase pre-drill size (larger 
   workpiece I.D.) 
   •  For External Broaches, 
    pre-turn dia. smaller (smaller 
    workpiece O.D.) 
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